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Electronic heat cost allocator 
TELMETRIC smart

Dear tenant, 

in the future, the electronic heat cost allocator 
TELMETRIC smart will record your heat consump-
tion. The installation of metering devices is a legal 
obligation to facilitate consumption-based billing. 
This provides opportunities for energy efficiency and 
serves to identify saving opportunities.

At the end of the billing period, the consumption 
data is stored in the device as of the reporting date 
(31/12) and is then read by radio signal. You therefore 
no longer have to be present for the meter reading.

The last reporting date value remains stored in the 
device and can be retrieved for one year.
 



Notices in the LC display:

The display is active from 5am to 9pm. At all  
other times, the display can be activated by 
touching the lower right area. 

The following values are displayed for  
8 seconds:
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The electronic heat cost allocator TELMETRIC smart 
determines the consumption directly on the heater. 
To measure consumption, two temperature sensors are 
used to determine the room and heater temperature 
which in turn determines the amount of heat emitted  

by the heater. The device has an LC display which 
shows the consumption values and other important 
data. TELMETRIC smart transmits consumption values 
and meter data by radio. The appliances are approved in 
accordance with the § 5 Heating Costs Ordinance.

Benefits at a glance:

  Interference resistant due to self-monitoring  
as well as reporting date values

  Entering the residence for meter reading is  
not necessary

  CE compliant
  Tamper-proof (seal) 

Important technical data:

Transmission power <10 mW
Radio frequency 868 MHz
Service life 10 years
Application area DIN EN 834

In the case of a serious error, tampering attempts or 
device destruction, TELMETRIC smart stops measur-
ing. The display will show an „F“ alongside the other 
displays. In the event of a device fault, please 
contact the Gewobag Service Centre immediately.

Device number
  for unique identification

Current consumption
  shows the current consumption/ 

meter reading
  is also used for intermediate reading

Reporting date value
  consumption value at the end  

of the last billing period
  this is 0 in the first year  

Evaluation
  also called evaluation factor  

or conversion factor
 for uniform scaling  
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Your contact:

Service centre
Email: service@gewobag.de
Fon: 0800 4708-800 (free of charge)
Fax: 030 4708-4510

Further information at
www.gewobag.de/funkablesung


